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manaffers work.for some years in the n"td ufJmorr"on to nontheatrical careers. The skills learned asa stage manager transfer well to a wide range ofcareers, including business, event planning, travel andhospitality, sales, and otherfi"ld;i, whinl_, av+^*^:_--pianning and customer interactior 
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j1 n13j".t management, the manug.. is responsiblefor all aspects of a srnsle llrodrrnr ^He or she works ffiff,t'f i#:::,1:,:,'1".
departmen ts, incl udin* g:**;;;1,;;:'#:",
sales and marlteting, and finance. Str
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However, because stage managbrs don't have
corporate business experience, they may find it
hard to get a job in general business management.
They often find it easier to get hired in an area such

+^ ^-,^--!^ --- -4D uurpuraLe everlLs lranagemenl rrlvate event
anci party planning are also areas in which former
stage managers can use their management skills in
a creative environment. Sales is another profession
that uses the stage manager's skills. Salespeople for

: ,a auurilpartres are on tne road a lot oI the tlme, deahng
with potential customers in other companies. The
ability to read and handle people serves them well,
as does being able to present products in the best
light. Salespeople have to be well organized and
work independently as well as keep track of detailed
information about customers and products-skills
that stage managers have honed. In addition to
practical skills, being a stage manager gives you
confidence in yourself and your ability to handle
problems and lead people, which is a key factor in
being successful in any field.
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If you decide that you want to undertake a

professional stage management career, you will
most likely want to pursue a degree in theater arts,
stage management, or production management at
the college level. If you want to worh in Broadway,
off, Broadway, or professional summer or regional
theater, you will need to join Actors' Equity, which is
the union for actors and stage managers. Membership
provides you with information about the field and

contacts with professionals. Interning or obtaining
a summer job as an assistant stage manager at a
professional theater can provide you with a chance
to work with a professionai direclor, stage manager,
and cast. Most likely you will begin your profbssional
career as an assistant stage manager. Some stage
managers began in specific technical positions,luch as
working on a light or stage crew Then they advanced
to- assistant stage manager, and then stage manager.
The knowledge you gained in comm,rnity or higt
school theater can be applied directly in your n""w rol.,
especially your skills in dealing with actors and crew
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members, and this experience will help you'advance. in
the field.
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or profession. The skills you develop as a stage
manager are the same skills needed to succeed in any
nontheatrieal pro&rsion Therefore- working as a
stage manager can help you hone your skills in a way
that will benefit your career. The following are some
of the ways they can be applied.

Leadership Skills
In any job, you will have to deal with superiors,
coworkers, subordinates, and clients or customers.
Working with a cast and crew-especially volunteers,
who are not being paid to put up with you-teaches
you the skills to motivate people. The techniques
that make you successful when working with
subordinates and coworkers are the same ones that
made you. successful with cast and crew members.
Among these techniques are recognizing and praising
people for their contributions, and criticizing them
constructively in 4 way that focuses on fixing the
problem, rather than chastising or embarrassing them
in public. Work is a collaborative effort outside as well
as inside the theater. If the people you work with feel
that you respect them and value their contributions,
they will be more likely to support you and do their
best work for yorr.
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The key to being a successful leader in a business
is being able to build a team from a diverse group of
individuals. Leadership in business, as in the theater, is
about making individuais work together for the good
of the project. You will often have to deal with people
wh,o have strong personalities and an even stronger
desire to gain recognition and advancement. It is
your overall vision for a project, and your ability to
motivate people to embrace it, that wili make a project
successful. You must be able to imbue team members
with the belief that they must all support and help
each other for the project as a whole to succeed.
This is exactly what a stage manager must do in a
th eatrical production.

In business, as in the theater, one has to deai with
people in a wide range of jobs and from various
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educational, ethnic, racial, and socioeconomic
backgrounds. A stage manager has to understand,
communicate with, and get the best work from
people with different skills and backgrounds, while
maintaining a sense of empathy. In addition, the
neonle skills one oains as c cfqrra mqhqtror -i',o ^-o1 -I-^- -^-- b*---" *" * "-*6" Srvu vrrL

a better understanding of clients or customers. This
understanding allows you to identify what they want
or need, which in turn can assist you in making sales
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One of the key elements of success in business is the
ability to communicate clearly and effectively.

Stage managers have to work with people who are
sometimes annoyed, frustrated, angry, or arrogant.
In the real world, you sometimes have to cope with
difiicult people as well, including superiors and
customers or clients. As a stage manager, you should
have developed the skills to calm a person who is
upset about an issue and refocus the conversation on
how to solve the problem. Stressfl.rl situations arise
in businesses when deadlines are tight and problems
occur. No one has more experience in dealing with
this type of 

,stress 
than a stage manager.

Budgeting Sldlls
As a stage manager, one has a certain amount of
money available for the technicai aspects of the
production. The stage manager must keep track
of expenditures and find ways of meeting the
technical requirements without exceeding the
budget. Budgeting is also a key part of business and
professional activities. When managing a business,

department, or project, you will have to make a
budget and ensure that the activities required do
not exceed the amount of money available. This
will require tracking the expenditures of those
tnlh^ o-o ^o-f^--l*^ +1.-^ *--^:^-a - r r r ,.v yLrrvrruur5 LrrE pruJecL rasKs and lrndrng a
way to cieai with neecis that cannot be met with the
existing allocation.

There are generally ways to deai with a
component of the project that are similar to those
lrcal-ja ^ +I^ +-l= r d--^.uDUu 'r d. LrrtrdLrruar pr-ooucuon. Inerelorg, you wtil
be familiar with strategies for addressing financial
issues when they arise. For example, you might revise
that component of the project so that it is done
differently or on a smaller scale, or you might try to
obtain more money from senior management (in the
theater, the producer). Most school and community
plays are produced on a shoestring. The ability to get
the desired results with a limited amount of money
is a valuable skitl that allows a project manager to
accompiish a lot with few resources.

Project lvtranagement Skills
Whether you are employed in a business or run
your own, you will need to manage projects in the
real world. Setting up and directing a project for a
business or professional undertaking is very much
like stage managing a play. you muJ analyze the
requi4gments for the project and identify what
resources and people are needed. Then you must
gather those resources. you will need to organize
people in various departments to carry out the tasks
required for,the project, including people who do
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not report directly to you. you will need to break.
down the project into discrete tasks, create a schedure
showing when each task must be completed, and
then schedule people and resources. you wiil need
to orovide the neonle vrith .loollino i^r^-*^+r^-r _ _-^_ r __r^_ y, rLrr vvuutrrr! llll\,/l ulcl,LlLrll

and keep track of progress on each task to ensure
that everything is ready on time. As in the theater,
requirements may change over the course of the
project. These changes mean the manager must
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and arrange for any additional resources. Stage
managers have excellent experience in this type of
project management, which is exactly what they do in
the theater.

Time Management Skills
Time management skills are critical for getting things
done. Stage managers constantly work under time
pressure. The show will go live on a set date, and
everything must be done by then. The curtain goes up
at a set time for the performance, and problems must
be resolved by then. Deadlines are inflexible. Stage
managers constantly multitask. These factors mean
that the stage manager must learn time management
techniques. Time management begins with making
a to-do list with,all required tasks and ranking them
in order of priority. One of the major problems
with many managers is their refusal to delegate
responsibilities and their insistence on controlling
how all the tasks involved in a project are done. Stage
managers, however, are used to assigning tasks to
different experts on the crew and supervising them
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at a higher level by keeping track of their progress in
general. In the business world, where many managers
don't give employees this level of freedom, d"t"gu?io,
not only allows more tasks to be accomprished
simultaneously but also leads to rnore contentment
and loyalty among employees because thev feel
trusted and empowered. A stage _unug".inows that
unexpected problems always arise, and extra time
needs to be allocaile_{!o _d9al_wrthlhem*

I;ike t a6t" -r"ug"a "-b"ri""r, manager faces
a.constant barrage of interruptions, questions,
distractions, and requests for help from those working
on various technical areas. Like stage managers,
business managers must address p"opt" who are
late or who don't show up, who u.. dirorg antzed
or unprepared, or who engage in other u"tiorm
that disrupt the flow of wo.k. yet the manager
must still pull the entire project together for a
succes sful perfonmance.

Time management also means scheduling time foryourself and your other commitments. In business
as'in the theater, it is easy to let the job become your
whole life. It is necessary to make time to balance
the demands of work with those of family, school, or
other activities, and to take care of yourself

Putting on a Show
Sometimes ex-stage managers will find themselves
in a situation directly reminiscent of putting
on a play. In the business world, you may find
yourself putting on presentations to customers,
clients, or senior management. you may be asked
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to participate in creating events for customers or
clients, or representing the company at a booth in
a tracle show exhibit. The event can be as small as
2n onPn hnttse fnr c n.^^orfrr fn- o-lo ^- ^- l^-,-^ ^^_--_ _r"-^ .", * I,, vyvr LJ rvr o4r! ut dD Idl St' d5
a corporate conference with hundreds of customers
or clients. The process of producing a special event
is very simiiar to the process of producing a play.
You will need to establish the requirements for the
"performance," acquire the necessary resources, and
see that the necessary people, in the f,orm of staff or
vendors, are in place. The process involves planning
all the aspects of the event, hiring all the vendors and



equipment required, and overseeing the production
of the event. If the event includes speakers or
performers, you will need, to make sure that they
are accounted for, that they arrive when they are
scheduled to, and that they are properly prepared for
their performance,.just as with actors in the theater.

The ^Ability to Overcome Obstacles
Stage managing a production means doing whatever
needs to be done with whatever resources are
available. In a school or community theater, the stage
manager must work with the people who are available
to act and to do the technical work. He or she must

work with the materials that are available to make
sets and scenery, costumes, and lighting and sound

lffects. 
This approach requires the stage manager to

be flexible and adaptable.
The stage manager must be abie to evaluate the

characteristics and talents of the people who make up
the crew This allows the stage manager to determine
who needs what level of guidance urd ,up".,rision.
'l-hi's- "hiiitv fn uu{k^ -^^,-- J L r ,

effect possible is invaluable in business. In business,
one can't aiways choose who is working on a project,
but one can analyze what team members,strengil.,,
are and how to employ them to the best advantlge.

Finally, being a stage manager gives one
experience in working hard for long hours. The staqe
manager arrives at the theater first and leaves last. Ls
in the theater, successfully completing projects and
meeting goals often means long hours, especially as
a deadiine approaches. Once the project is compieted,
like the cast and crew, the team members dispeise, and
preparations begin for the next effort.

. Being a stage manager is a creative and fulfilling
job. One has the opportunity to bring all the pieces"
together to create a successful show. This can
create a great deal of satisfaction, despite the hard
work required. It is also an excellent way to learn
a range of skills that can be used to enhance your
performance in a business or profession.


